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Abstract 

In the process of vertical pipeline transportation of natural gas hydrate, there are 
problems of particle accumulation and low transportation efficiency.Combined with 
the drag reduction effect of shark scales, the bionics principle was adopted to place a 
small groove structure which can reduce the fluid resistance in the pipe. FLUENT was 
used to study the flow distribution of hydrate in the vertical groove pipe and the change 
of pipeline transportation efficiency.The results show that the volume fraction of 
hydrate particles reaches the maximum value at the inlet of the pipeline, and the 
volume fraction of hydrate particles decreases toward the outlet, and the particles 
uniformly converge toward the center of the pipeline.The particle velocity in the 
central area of the pipe is the largest, and the velocity at the outlet is as much as twice 
the inlet velocity. The velocity near the wall of the pipe is very small, and there is 
almost no flow.Compared with the existing smooth pipeline, the efficiency of the system 
is increased by 3.92%.The pipe with groove structure can reduce the pressure drop in 
the pipeline, reduce the impact of fluid on the pipeline, reduce the total resistance and 
transport loss in the pipeline, and improve the efficiency of the pipeline system to a 
certain extent. 
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1. Introduction 

In 2017, Chinese scientists discovered the hydrate deposited on the seabed in the South China 
Sea for the first time[1].Due to its special properties and location, it is difficult to adopt 
traditional mining methods, and generally adopt solid fluidization mining method[2-

4].However, the problem of hydrate particle deposition in fluidization extraction process could 
not be solved well, resulting in low transportation efficiency. 

Sharks that swim fast in the ocean are covered with special tiny scales that reduce 
drag.Combined with the bionics principle, the special scale structure is simplified into groove 
structure. Compared with smooth surface, groove structure has excellent drag reduction 
effect.At present, few people in this field combine gas hydrate transportation with fin drag 
reduction. Bechert[5] used a test plate with rib structure for pipeline drag reduction test 
experiment.The results show that the rib structure can reduce the wall shear stress by 7.3% 
compared with the smooth pipe.Xu Hailiang[6] determined the particle size, inner diameter, 
slurry transport speed and slurry transport volume fraction of the vertical riser pipe of 
NGH.Zhou Shouwei[7-10] studied the transportation of hydrate by annular pipe, and the 
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hydrate was broken through drilling fluid into the internal drill pipe and then returned to the 
surface through annular pipe. 

Therefore, combined with the mechanism of gas hydrate pipeline transportation and trench 
drag reduction, this paper studies its drag reduction effect. 

2.  Hydraulic conveying parameters of vertical riser 

Pipe diameter D can be calculated according to the volume flow Q and slurry flow rate Vm of 
the system: 

Vm
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In order to make the slurry particles upward from the vertical pipe conveying, existing in the 
slurry must be greater than the velocity of particles sedimentation rate, but considering the 
hydrate particles in the process of the hydraulic conveying the moderating effect of 
environment factors such as earthquake and waves, so in order to guarantee the reliability of 
the system, slurry transportation speed is generally for the settling velocity of 3 ~ 4 times[11]. 
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Where:d--particle size,m; G--Acceleration of gravity, 9.81m/s2; ρS-- mineral particle density, 
kg/m3; ρW -- seawater density,1040 kg/m3; CD-- Resistance coefficient, 0.44; 

Slurry transport speed must be greater than the critical velocity Vc[12] 
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Where: F1--empirical coefficient related to particle volume fraction and diameter, take 1.33. 

It is assumed that the density of pure gas hydrate is 930 kg/m3.The density of seafloor 
sediment is 1450 kg/m3;The density ρS of minerals with 50% mixed volume fraction is 1190 
kg/m3[13].The initial flow of the selected system was 420 m3/ h;According to the pipe diameter 
D is 300m, the slurry velocity Vm is 1.65m/s. 

Combined with the research conclusions of relevant parameters of smooth vertical hard 
tube[6], the following parameters are determined: 

Table 1 The basic parameters 

The sea 
Density 1030kg/m3 

Viscosity 1.8579kg/(m-s) 

Hydrates 

Density 1190kg/m3 

Viscosity 12.1024kg/(m-s) 

Diameter 10mm 

Volume fraction 25% 

Pipe Diameter 300mm 

Slurry Velocity 1.65m/s 

Groove 
Tooth width S 1mm 

Depth H 1mm 
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3. Mathematical Model 

3.1. The basic assumptions 

Solid-liquid phase is an incompressible continuous fluid, and the physical properties of each 
phase are constant.Main phase is seawater, secondary phase is gas hydrate particles; 

NGH particles are spherical particles with uniform particle size and no phase transformation, 
and the interphase heat transfer problem is not considered. 

3.2. The governing equation 

Euler model is used.The transient N−S equation was averaged by Reynolds and the governing 
equation in time-mean form was obtained [14]. 

The continuity equation is: 
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Where, ρ -- liquid phase density, kg/m3; 

T -- for time, s; 

Ui, Uj -- velocity component, m/s; 

Xi, xj -- x and y coordinates, m; 

P -- Pressure, Pa; 

μ -- Dynamic viscosity, Pa·S; 

τij=−ρ Ui 'uj' -- Reynolds stress, where Ui 'and Uj' are the pulsations of corresponding Ui and Uj. 

3.3. The turbulence model 

The standard k−ε model provided by FLUENT software is adopted, and the corresponding 
transport equation is [15-16]. 

3.4. Meshing 

A model pipe with a length of 10 m is used as the simulation object to divide the pipe into 
987600 units of THREE-DIMENSIONAL structural grid, and the grid around the pipe wall is 
encrypted, as shown in Figure 1. The enlarged image of the pipe edge is shown in Figure 2. 

              
Fig. 1 3D structure grid of model pipes  Fig. 2 Enlarged view of grid edge of pipe  

3.5. The boundary conditions 

In this paper, the SIMPLE algorithm is used to discretely solve the first-order upwind scheme 
difference equation, and the algebraic equation iterative calculation adopts subrelaxation, and 
the convergence accuracy is set as 10−3. 

1) Define the inlet boundary condition as the velocity inlet, the velocity is the slurry conveying 
velocity, and the velocity direction is vertical upward, considering the influence of gravity. 
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2) The outlet boundary condition is defined as the pressure outlet, and the outlet pressure, 
turbulence intensity and hydraulic diameter are given. 

3) Non-slip solid wall boundary conditions are adopted for the wall surface, and 
environmental factors such as gravitational acceleration are applied. 

4. Simulation results and analysis 

4.1. Distribution of particles in vertical pipes 

Particle diameter D =10mm is used, and particle distribution cloud map is shown in Figure 
4.According to the comparison between smooth pipe and grooved pipe in FIG. 3(a) and (b), 
particles of the pipes in both cases were accumulated to varying degrees near the entrance, 
and there was no blockage in both cases.As the pipe develops, the volume fraction of the 
particles gets smaller.In the smooth pipe, the volume fraction reaches the highest (55%) at 
1/3 of the pipe, and then decreases slightly. At the exit, most of the volume fraction is in the 
range of 30%-45% except for the high volume fraction at the pipe center, and the lower the 
volume fraction is closer to the pipe wall.There is almost no slurry distribution or only a thin 
layer of slurry at the wall of the tube.Pipeline with grooves also appear similar phenomenon, 
but unlike smooth pipe, pipe inlet with grooves on the volume fraction is bigger than smooth 
tube volume fraction, and, by the development of fluid volume fraction linearly reduce, not 
smooth the central part of the pipeline of high volume fraction, and the closer the export 
pipeline, pipe wall at low volume fraction slurry in pipe accounts for more than,The volume 
fraction of the central section is lower than that of the pipe inlet. 

                   
   (a)Smooth piping                  (b) grooved pipes 

FIG. 3 Cloud map of particle distribution in pipeline 

4.2. Distribution of slurry velocity in vertical pipe 

FIG. 4 shows the velocity cloud diagram of smooth pipe outlet section, and FIG. 5 shows the 
velocity cloud diagram of grooved pipe outlet section.The comparison between FIG. 4 and FIG. 
6 shows that in vertical pipes, the maximum flow velocity is in the center of the pipe. The 
maximum flow velocity in smooth pipes is slightly higher than that in slurry inlet, and the 
maximum flow velocity in grooved pipes is far higher than that in slurry inlet, even more than 
twice that in slurry inlet.The flow rate decreases radially from the central region and 
approaches 0 m/s at the tube wall.Due to the 1mm triangular fins on the surface of the trench 
pipe, the low-velocity area near the wall is thicker than that on the smooth pipe surface. The 
"secondary vortex phenomenon" will occur on the trench surface, that is, whirlpool will 
appear inside the trench, and the swirl will rotate in the same direction as the flow direction 
of the slurry, which will reduce the fluid resistance.At the same time, hydrate particles may fill 
up the surface of the groove and roll in the groove, and at the same time roll with other 
particles to accelerate the flow, so that the velocity at the outlet end is twice as much as that at 
the inlet end. 
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FIG. 4 Velocity cloud of channel outlet section  FIG. 5 Velocity of smooth pipe outlet section 

4.3. Calculation and analysis of pipeline pressure and transportation efficiency 

The above qualitative analysis cannot quantitatively calculate the influence of the two 
pipelines on the conveying system, so the analysis must be carried out from the aspects of 
pipeline pressure drop, pressure loss, resistance loss and efficiency. 

Calculate the pressure drop of the model pipeline: 

outinc PPP   
Where: Pc -- pressure drop of pipeline, Pa; 

Pin -- Pressure at inlet of pipe, Pa; 

Pout -- outlet pressure of pipe, Pa. 

Calculate the pressure loss of the model pipeline: 

0sP ghP wc   
Where: Ps -- pipeline pressure loss, Pa; 

H0 -- Length of model pipe, 10 m. 

Calculate the resistance loss of the model pipeline: 

0ghPP mcy   
Where: Py -- pipeline resistance loss; 

ρM -- Slurry density, kg/m3. 

4) Pressure prediction of system vertical grooved pipe: 

The flow rate of slurry in this system is not high, and the distribution of total pressure along 
the pipeline can be regarded as a linear distribution, so the pressure drop, pressure loss and 
resistance loss of the model pipeline can be used to predict the corresponding value of the 
system (i.e., the whole length of 4 km). 
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Where: Pxz stands for Pcz, Psz and Pyz, namely, the total pressure drop, total pressure loss and 
total resistance loss of the system, Pa; 

H -- the depth of the sea, m. 

System transport efficiency: The total pressure loss and total resistance loss can be used to 
calculate the system efficiency: 
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4.3.1. Influence of slurry velocity on system efficiency 

The optimized particle size, volume fraction, slurry flow rate and mineral density of Xu 
Hailiang et al.[6] were used to compare the results of groove structure and smooth structure 
on the basis of them, as shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2 Influence of slurry velocity on calculating model pipe pressure 

Type Pin/kPa Pout/kPa Pc/kPa Py/kPa Ps/kPa 

Smooth 1.3704 -104.6769 106.0473 0.3446 4.0233 

With 
grooves 

1.2054 -104.6769 105.8823 0.1796 3.8583 

 

Table 3 Influence of slurry velocity on system efficiency 

Type Vm/(m.s-1) Pyz/kPa Psz/MPa η/% 

Smooth 1.65 137.840 1.60932 91.43 

With grooves 1.65 71.84 1.54332 95.35 

The comparison shows that the pipeline with groove structure can reduce the pressure drop 
in the pipeline to a certain extent, reduce the impact of fluid on the pipeline, reduce the total 
resistance and transportation loss in the pipeline, and improve the efficiency of the pipeline 
system by 3.92%. 

5. Conclusion 

1) In smooth vertical lifting hard pipe and groove vertical lifting hard pipe of deep sea gas 
hydrate mining system, the distribution rule of hydrate particles is that the concentration 
near the entrance is high, and the concentration gradually decreases towards the outlet, and 
the particles tend to accumulate in the central area. 

2) grooved pipe slurry velocity distribution at the center area is big, around two times than 
import slurry flow rate, flow velocity near the wall is small, close to 0 m/s, and as a result of 
the action of triangular fin, makes the "zero velocity is greater than the thickness of the 
smooth tube, can largely reduce the fluid flow resistance, in line with the principle of" 
secondary vortex "; 

3) To a certain extent, the pipeline with groove structure can reduce the pressure drop in the 
vertical transportation pipeline of natural gas hydrate, reduce the impact of fluid on the 
pipeline, reduce the total resistance and transportation loss in the pipeline, and improve the 
efficiency of the pipeline system. 
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